Glenn Miller Merchandise
Glenn Miller Movie & Books

The Glenn Miller Story
$20.00

“Chattanooga” Choo Choo
By Richard Grudens
$22.00

Glenn Miller
“What Simon Didn’t Say”
By Larry Bruff
$17.00

“Phantom Frog Hop”
By Lee Emerson Gingery
$16.00

ASK US ABOUT OUR BOOK “SPECIAL”
Glenn Miller Merchandise
Glenn Miller Movie & Books

“The Eberle Named Ray”
By Jan Eberle
$15.00

“Sideman Stories about the Band”
By Paul Tanner
$20.00

“Every Night Was New Year’s Eve, On the Road with Glenn Miller”
By Paul Tanner & Bill Cox
$40.00

“Conversations with a Musician”
By Paul Tanner
$15.00
Glenn Miller Merchandise
Glenn Miller Movie & Books

“Glenn Miller Declassified
By
Dennis Spragg $22.00